Thousands of British Airways employees face job losses
7 August 2020

Some 4,000 British Airways workers are learning Friday whether they will be fired as the airline slashes jobs amid the drop in demand and travel restrictions stemming from the COVID-19 pandemic.

The trade union Unite accused the airline of forcing workers out due to "naked company greed." British Airways employees who keep their jobs face pay cuts.

"This is a very bleak day for the incredible BA workforce and will go down in the history of the airline as the day that it put the interests of the boardroom ahead of its passengers and workforce," Unite Assistant Secretary General Howard Beckett said. "These workers have given years of dedicated service to this company, some as many as 40 years, and indeed to our country, as many were involved in the repatriation of British citizens at the outset of this pandemic.

"Today they will be dismissed by email by an employer whose spiteful mistreatment of them is nothing other than despicable," he said.